
vllESTERN Ä.USTRALIAN BROILER GROVI/ER
ASSOGIATION

8b February 201 1

The GeneralManager
Adjudication Branch
Australian tompetition and
Consumer Commission
PO Box 1 199
DICKSCIN ACT 2ê02

Dear Sír

RË: FORM B . APPLICATIOI.T FOR AUTHORISATION ÐY THE WESTERN
AUSTRALÍAN BROI I- ER GROh¡ERS ASSOTIATITN INC.

Applicatian for Authorisation pursuant to Section(s) BB {1AyB8 (1} of the Competition
and tonsun'ler Acl 2û10 for authodsatiøn is made by the Western Australian Broller
Growers Association on behalf of the lifernþer Grower Groups and unnamed persons
who may become members of these grcups from time lo time in the future
specifícally, those Grower Groups and F¡ocessor Groups appended as Annexure t
to the Application attached as part of Form Ë (Application fer Authorisatìon).

The Members ol the Western Australian B¡oiler Growers Association thicken Meat
Grcups ane brsiler chicken growers, each sf wlrom is contracted to one of the three
companies in Western Australia which prsçess chicken mest sn a futly or partially
infegrated basis fcr distribution and retait sale.

These prûcêssûrs supply day old chickens lo their contracted growers for raising and
in additíon supply to the growers, all feú asd medicafion useü ln tlre growing
procêss until the ehickens are ready fsr eolleçiìon, processing and distribution to
retailers. The Growers receive a growing fee for their services.

Mernþership of tlæ Weçtern Australian Eroiler Grov¡ers Association Ís slructured
under a constitutiÒn erl a branch basis, eeeh braneh comprising gto$rers contracted
fo one of the three proæssing companies and being referred to as a group, with the
result that there is en lnghams Growexs Grcup, a Baiada Growers Group and a
Fìnesse Foods Grawers Group. Ëach group elects its president and ofüce þearers
frorn the growers contrgcted fo ihe processsr who are members_

I heve taken the lihe*y cf appending to this letter several Attachrnents which Ehow
the immediate diler$ma confronting the Chicken Meat Grower Graups in Western
Australia. lt cen be seen by the lìmited timefrsme and oppcrtunity for the Growers to
seek authorisatian to dealwith their ProcessorÊ, T'/a$ badly handled on the part of the
Government. lt is ludicrous to think that the Ministers final Letter {Attachmént 3) was
received by the Growers, in some câses, virtually past the expiry daie of the Act.

5I Swo¡t Rawl, Ãlíddle,1tççn W'À 6{}56
9274 1784 Før: 925ß 1575 L)wait: ÍenbrçktØij.ret-ns!_.q!Ph.
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Again in Attachment 2, the Growers had reason to believe that on the word of the
"Minisler on Friday 17b DecemÉr 2010, we were of the understanding fhat the
Chicken Meat lndustry Committee would dealwith the disputes on hand. lt can been
seen by Attachment 4 that this was not supported by Crown Law. Further, it actually
negated the validity of the Gazetted Growing Fee {Attachment 5) for all birds placed
as ofthe 30ü June 2A1ß.

As referred to in Attechment 2, this has placed a major burden and uncertainty on the
Baiada Growers who had been negotiaiing not only a growing fee adjustment, but an
amendment to their existing Contraet. lnitially vve are seeking interim organisation.

Therefore, I humbly request that the ACCC treat this application as a matter of
extreme urgency.

Attached is the granting of the Fee Waiver Reguest.

Kind regards

President
Western Austral Ía n B roiler G rowers Assa cìatÍon

Encl.

OAM, JP



Australian
Competit¡on &
Consumer
Commissíon

Conþct Officer: Peter Ey,naud
Contact Phone: Q3 9290 6971

;>i! January 2011

i,ennard Brajkovich OAM, JP

President
Western Australian Broi ler Growers Associatio n

5l Swan Road
Mi<lclle Swan
Western Australia 6056

B y E MA I L.' I enbra [<ol¿ûì i nr:t. net.a u

GPo Box 3131
Canberra ACT 2601

23 Marcus Clarke Streel
Canberra ACT 2601

tel:(02)624s1111
fax: (02) 6243 1 1 gg

wvr/w acco.gov au

Dear Mr Brajkovich

F:ee waiver request - lVestern Australian BroÌler Grorvers Association (WABGA)

i retbr to your letter dated l9 January 201 I to the Australian Competition and Consumer
Commission (ACCC), which was received by email on 24 lanuary 201 I in respect of a fee
r.vaiver for a proposed application for authorisation.

In particular, you have requested that the fee to be paid in relation to the application for
authorisation to be loclged by the WABGA be waived in whole or in part.

In support of your request, among other things, you submitted that:

r the WABCA is a not-for-profit organisation ard
. the imposition of the lodgernent fbe would impose an unduly onerous burden on the

WABGA.

Having rcgart1 to the above, as a person authotised to assess fee waiver requests for and on
behalf of the ACCC, i wish to advise that the application fee to be paid by the WABGA has
been waived in full. No application fee will apply with respect to the application for
authorisation to be lodged by the WABGA.

This decision rvill remain in force for a period of three months. The three month period will
expire on24 April 2011,

A copy of this letter shoulcl accompany the application for authorisation to be lodged by the
WABGA. The cover letter to the application should mention that a letter from the ACCC
regarding a fee waiver is enclosed with the application, The application together" with this
letter rvill be place<l on the public register at that time.





Form B

Commonwealth of Australia

Competition and Consumer Act 2010 - subsecfrbns 88 (1A) and (1)

AGREEMENTS AFFECTING COMPETITION OR INCORPORATING RELATED CARTEL
PROVISIONS: APPLICATION FOR AUTHORISATION

To the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission:
Application is hereby made under subsection(s) 88(14)/88(1) of the Competition and
Consumer Act 2010 for an authorisation:

o to make a contract or arrangement, or arrive at an understanding, a provision of
which would be, or might be, a cartel provision within the meaning of Division 1 of
Part lV of that Act (other than a provision which would also be, or might also be, an
exclusionary provision within the meaning of section 45 of that Act).

. to give effect to a provision of a contract, arrangement or understanding that is, or
may be, a cartel provision within the meaning of Division 1 of Part lV of that Act
(other than a provision which is also, or may also be, an exclusionary provision within
the meaning of section 45 of that Act).

o to make a contract or arrangement, or arrive at an understanding, a provision of
which would have the purpose, or would or might have the effect, of substantially
lessening competition within the meaning of section 45 of that Act.

. to give effect to a provision of a contract, arrangement or understanding which
provision has the purpose, or has or may have the effect, of substantially lessening
competition within the meaning of section 45 of that Act.

(Strike out whichever is not applicable)

PLEASE FOLLOW DIRECTIONS ON BACK OF THIS FORM

1. Applicant

(a) Name of Applicant:
(Refer to direction 2)

Western Australian Broiler Growers Association lncorporated.

(b) Short description of business carried on by applicant:
(Refer to direction 3)

The applicant is an incorporated association of broiler growers, representing
broiler growers who provided services to the following member branches:

. ïhe lnghams Grower Group

. The Baiada Growers Group

. The Finesse Foods Growers Group

(c) Address in Australia for service of documents on the applicant:

C/o - L.S. Brajkovich

51 Swan Road

Middle Swan, Western Australia 6056

spetr
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2. Gontract, arrangement or understanding

Description of the contract, arrangement or understanding, whether proposed or
actual, for which authorisation is sought:
(Refer to direction 4)

The participants in the proposed authorised collective bargaining arrangements
are either currently providing growing service to the target, or, in a few cases, are
currently bringing on stream new farms under an arrangement with the target that
they will be contracted to provide growing services. Those currently providing
growing services to the target have been contracted for a period of five years or
longer, save for some who commenced growing chickens or acquired existing
farms during that period and accordingly have been contracted to the target for
lesser periods. lt is the intention of the participants that the negotiated contract
terms and conditions will include ongoing mechanisms for matters such as price
adjustments and that no issue will arise as a result of differences between the
period of the contract and the expiry of this notification.

As is it stands at the moment, the contracts that exist between the grower
members and the targets refer to the Chicken Meat lndustry Act and Regulations
and as such major sections of the contract are null and void due to the expiry of
the CMIC Act. Therefore, the contract process to be negotiated will now follow the
National format of the major processors, namely lnghams and Biaida. The
following Annexures give examples of the contracts which we would negotiate on
acq uiring authorisation.

Please refer to Annexures:

. A- Contracf Process.

c B - Requirements Contract Terms & Conditions.

Description of those provisions of the contract, arrangement or understanding
described at 2 (a) that are, or would or might be, cartel provisions, or that do, or
would or might, have the effect of substantially lessening competition:
(Refer to direction 4)

Please refer to Annexures:

o A-ContractProcess.

c B - Requirements Contract Terms & Conditions.

Description of the goods or services to which the contract, arrangement or
understanding (whether proposed or actual) relate:

Please refer to Annexures:

t f-ContractProcess.

¡ B - Requirements Contract Terms & Conditions.

The term for which authorisation of the contract, arrangement or understanding
(whether proposed or actual) is being sought and grounds supporting this period of
authorisation:

ln the first instance, we are seeking a minimum of 5 years however, as the industry
is an ongoing process one would request longer if possible.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)



3. Parties to the proposed arrangement

Names, addresses and descriptions
proposed parlies to the contract
understanding:

of business carried on by other parties
or proposed contract, arrangement

or
or

(a)

(b)

Note: All of the above named targets have given their consent to the WA Broiler
Growers Association (WABGA) Application for Authorised Collective Bargaining
Notification.

Refer to Annexure C - Participants in the Applicatíon for Authorisation.

Names, addresses and descriptions of business carried on by parties and other
persons on whose behalf this application is made:
(Refer to direction 5)

Refer to Annexure C - Pañicipants in the Application for Authorisation.

Public benefit claims

Arguments in support of authorisation:
(Refer to direction 6)

Public Benefits

The proposed authorised collective bargaining arrangements will have the
following public benefits:

. With the expire of the Chicken Meat lndustry Act and Regulations, the
grower pañicipants would see a similar system of authorised collective
bargaining operating without statutory compliance but a meaningful dispute
resolution;

. the improved bargaining power of growers resulting from the proposed
authorised collective bargaining arrangements is likely to lead to greater
grower input into contract terms and conditions and greater stability and
security for growers which will encourage them to invest in their businesses
with resulting gains in efficiency;

4.

(a)

Target Company Name & Address Target Contacts in WA
lnghams Enterprises Pty Ltd
Locked Bag 4000
LIVERPOOL NSW BC 1871

Mr Greig Smith
General Manager
I Baden Street
OSBORNE PARK WA 6017
Ph.9441 4200
Email: qsmith@inqham.s.com. au

Baiada Poultry Pty Ltd
642 Great Western Highway
PENDLE HILL NSW 2145

Mr Craig Menzie
Farming Manager
PO Box 89
MT HAWTHORN WA 6016
Ph" 9277 1522
Email: craiq. menzie@badter. com. au

Finesse Foods Pty Ltd PO Box2497
BUNBURY WA 6231

Mr Des McDermott
Director Business Development
PO Box2497
BUNBURY WA 6231
Ph: 9796 0187
Email: finesse.des@iinet. net.au



. Benchmark and pool systems assume a group of growers growing chickens
for the same processor under the same conditions, so that their
performances can be compared. Collectively negotiated contracts as against
individually negotiated contracts more readily facilitate the creation of these
conditions, to the advantage of the processor and the Growers. Where
contracts are individually negotiated these conditions are only created by
contracts the terms of which are unilaterally mandated by processors;

. lndividual growers are disadvantaged in negotìating with processors by
reason of the fact that in most cases most of the relevant industry and
market information is in the possession of the processor and not in the
possession of the individual grower. Collective negotiation by growers is
likely to be more informed in relation to industry and market matters;

. Collective negotiation of contracts provides considerable savings in
transactional costs for both processor and growers, as against separate
negotiation of individual contracts. There are also considerable savings for
the processor with respect to ongoing contract administration costs. Savings
in transactional costs from the offering of standard form contracts by
processors would be achieved only if all growers were prepared to accept
the terms offered without negotiation. ln reality they will not and a separate
negotiation in each case will ensue.

The Australian Competition and Consumer Commission have previously
recognised the public benefits of authorised collective bargaining by chicken
growers with processors in South Australia and in other states.

It is submitted that the public benefits of the proposed authorised collective
bargaining arrangements outweigh the public detriments,

(b) Facts and evidence relied upon in support of these claims:

Contrary to the Economic Regulation Authority, the Western Australian Broiler
Growers Association believed that the same authorised collective bargaining
process that is being applied for now is similar to that which operated under the
Chicken Meat lndustry Act and Regulations, basically cost neutral.

5. Market definition

Provide a description of the market(s) in which the goods or services described at
2 (c) are supplied or acquired and other affected markets including: significant
suppliers and acquirers; substitutes available for the relevant goods or services;
any restriction on the supply or acquisition of the relevant goods or services (for
example geographic or legal restrictions):
(Refer to direction 7)

There are two principal markets relevant to this notification, these being the market
for contract chicken growing services and the market for processed chicken meat.

Market for Chicken Growing Services There is three major chicken meat
processors operating within the general vicinity of Pefth.

ïhese are:

lnghams Enterprises Pty Ltd;

Baiada Poultry Pty Ltd;

Finesse Foods Pty Ltd.



Of these lnghams and Baiada are fully integrated businesses which include
hatcheries, breeding farms and processing works. lnghams also has its own feed
mill operation. Each of lnghams and Baiada is a national business in the sense of
having operations in several other states and a significant share of the national
market for chicken meat. Finesse has a small share of the local market (currently
in receivership).

Most of the chickens grown for processors are contract grown by individual
contracted growers except lnghams who operate a company owned farm at
Wanneroo.

Processors operate only one processing plant each in Western Australia. The
processing plants are located not far distant from Perlh at Osborne Park. A
processors contracted growers will normally be reasonably proximate to the
processors processing plant and associated feed mills to minimise transport costs
of feed and day old chicks, and pick up costs. lssues of quality of grown birds also
arise in relation to distances transported. The participants in the proposed
authorised collective bargaining are lnghams Contracted Growers in Western
Australia and are located predominantly norlh of Perlh and Baiada Growers are for
the most situated in the Southern Serpentine area. Finesse Foods who process in
Bunbury have five growers drawn from both north and south of Perth.

Growers are contracted exclusively to one processor and demands for grower
services will be largely affected by the demand for product at that processors plant
in the relevant state. While theoretically the lnghams growers, or many of them,
are able to supply any of the metropolitan processors in Western Australia,
historically it has been the case that processors are very reluctant to take another
processors growers and as a result it has for all practical purposes been
impossible for a grower to transfer from one processor to another without the
consent of both processors. A grower has no ability to alter production in reaction
to market conditíons. Growers have no alternative uses for the specialist shedding
and equipment used in their businesses and there is very little capacity for
movement between processors in the unlikely event that there was a significant
difference in available growing fees or that full utilisation of under utilised shedding
facilities was available elsewhere.

On the other hand, the national processors such as lnghams are able to respond
to increases in growing fees in a particular market by sourcing growing facilities in
other states, or if input costs of particular plant increase, product may be
substituted from other lower cost plants.

The current Australian market demonstrates the capacity to substitute production
in one state with production from another. Demand for Western Australian growing
services are been substituted with demand for growing services in another state
such as South Australia. Both lnghams and Baiada have been transporling South
Australia processed product into Western Australia on a regular schedule. There is
viftually no competitive market for growing services in Western Australia and while
there is a relatively inelastic market on the supply side, there appears to be a
significantly higher degree of elasticity on the demand side.

Market for Processed Chicken Meat None of the major processing companies is a
listed company and being private companies it is difficult to obtain information
regarding their actívities. However it appears that product pricing is the major
weapon used by processors to gain and hold wholesale markets. The large
supermarket chains and the food service industry such as McDonalds, KFC and
Red Rooster are the major market outlets. lt would be assumed that security of
supply and quality of product are also factors.



6.

Very little product is sold under set period contracts or with fixed prices. As a resuft
processors have traditionally had a strong focus on production costs and prices.
There has nationally been a concentration of supply with the major players taking
over other processors, including some of significant size, and in combination
lnghams, Baiada hold most of the market. The processors have been able to
reduce costs by having a high degree of control over the production and
processing chain. While feed costs have been volatile it has been estimated that
growing costs amounted to approximately 6% of the retail price for a whole
chicken.

The demand side of the wholesale market for chicken meat is driven by the
domestic market with exports accounting for only 2o/o of production. This demand
has increased significantly over recent years as production efficiencies have
reduced the retail price of chicken meat relative to other meats. The price of
chicken meat has also fallen in real terms.

The national distribution network enabled by integration along the supply chain has
"lowered the barriers to entry of interstate product, which with current technology
can be shipped safely and economically anywhere in Australia and has added to
the competitive pressure across the Australian market." (TG Ryan and Associates
(2003) Application to ACCC for Authorisation).

Processors wholesale operations transcend state boundaries. Western Australia
at one stage was basically a standalone market due to distance however this has
changed dramatically over the past several years. For all intent and purpose
Australia is a single chicken meat market.

Public detriments

Detriments to the public resulting or likely to result from the authorisation, in
particular the likely effect of the contract, arrangement or understanding, on the
prices of the goods or services described at 2 (c) and the prices of goods or
services in other affected markets:
(Refer to direction 8)

It is possible that the proposed authorised collective bargaining arrangements will
result in costs to the processor represented by growing fees being higher than if
contracts were individually negotiated with growers. lt is submitted that the
authorised collective bargaining arrangements are not likely to significantly impact
on the processors costs, as although the proposed authorised collective
bargaining arrangements may to some extent rectify the imbalance bargaining
power between the Processors and the growers, it is submitted that the balance of
bargaining power will still remain very much with lnghams as a national processor
dealing with a small number of growers as will be the case with Baiada. ln addition
as previously noted the growing fees constitute only a small percentage of the
whole cost of a chicken.

The proposed authorised collective bargaining arrangements may result in more
uniform contracts, lacking individual variations, but for the reasons elsewhere
mentioned this may well be an advantage in many respects.

The proposed authorised collective bargaining arrangements will have no impact
on the market for growing services as for the reasons mentioned growers are
tightly bound to particular processors. There are no regional implications as the
grower groups for each processor tend to be located North and South of Pedh.
The approximate numbers of growers for each processor are as follows:

. lnghams 17

. Baiada 13

. Finesse 5

(a)



(b) Facts and evidence relevant to these detriments:

The Victorian Farms Union in their submission to the ACCC espoused the
following facts relevant to the Chícken Meat lndustry in relation to public detriment.

As we are dealing with the same Processors and obviously the same public in the
Chicken Meat lndustry Nationally, I find that there is little more that I could add as
evidence to support our fìndings.

Public Detriments (Annexure E - Victorian Farmers Federation)

The proposed authorisation of collective bargaining may result in growing fees
paid by processors being higher than if the processors individually negotiated
contracts with growers.

The analysis of public detriments resulting from authorisation of collective
bargaining normally proceeds on the assumption of a competitive marketplace,
competition in which will be constrained by the authorised collective bargaining
sought to be authorised. As has been observed above, growers are not able to
offer their services to multiple processors (and there are only 4 in any event) as
processors have declined to compete for growers. lf a processor wishes to reduce
its numbers of growers and thus to choose between its growers, the processor,
subject to the existence or othen¡yise of a current contract, will cull those growers it
regards as being the least efficient or being the least commercial, e.g. having
small, old fashioned or inferior sheds. This process may also occur while a
contract is current if a growers performance comparatively to other growers falls to
the level which is deemed to constitute "inefficiency" under the terms of the
contract. These decisions by processors are unilateral without grower input, and
are usually market driven by demand for processed product. The growers cannot
be competitive in the sense of providing innovative or different services as the
manner in which growers provide their services is totally mandated by the
processor.

It may be the case that the proposed authorisation will result in the processors
paying higher growing fees than if the processors individually negotiated contracts
with their growers ln reality this is a choice between collectively negotiated
contract terms and the processors uniform contract terms and conditions, and a
choice between the growing fees which the processor is obliged to pay as a result
of authorised collective bargaining and the growing fees which the processor
chooses to pay under standard contracts presented to growers individually. lt is
difficult to identify the competition which has been constrained or negated by
authorisation.

lf growing fees are higher as a result of authorisation of collective bargaining it is
submitted that this is unlikely to be passed on to consumers, given the significant
purchasing power of the large buyers in the wholesale market, parlicularly as the
growing fee constitutes a relatively small percentage of the price. There appears to
be no evidence that Authorisation 440093 has upwardly influenced price to
consumers. As mentioned above the history has been a decline in the real price of
chicken meat over a period of years. This has been achieved despite growing fees
having been collectively negotiated for many years, whether through VBINC under
the regulated system, the Marven Authorisation No. 490750, the Badter
Authorisation 490901, the Baiada Authorisation 490905 and the VFF Authorisation
440093.



The possibility that authorisation of collective bargaining may create barriers to
entry, because of long term contracts which may be collectively negotiated, is an
issue which has been raised in the context of public detriment. lt is difficult to see
how any such barriers would in fact be created, unless the counterfactual is an
unstable industry as in the 1970's, where processors sought to deal with growers
on a batch by batch basis and resisted fixed term contracts. All growers have the
problem of the necessity to amortise large sunk investments and their bankers
also have an obvious interest in this issue. Generally speaking, all of the
processors are prepared to give 5 year terms but are reluctant to commit to longer
terms, although some form of rollover for a furlher term will usually be agreed to,
subject to conditions. This approach appears to apply both to existing growers and
new entrants. New entrants are of course free to negotiate their own terms and
conditions and are in no way obliged to join the collective group or to accept
contracts on the same terms and conditions.

7. Contract, arrangements or understandings in similar terms

This application for authorisation may also be expressed to be made in relation to
other contracts, arrangements or understandings or proposed contracts,
arrangements or understandings, that are or will be in similar terms to the
abovementioned contract, arrangement or understanding.

(a) ls this application to be so expressed?

Not applicable.

(b) lf so, the following information is to be furnished:

(i) description of any variations between the contract, arrangement or understanding
for which authorisation is sought and those contracts, arrangements or
understandings that are stated to be in similar terms:
(Refer to direction g)

Not applicable.

(ii) Where the parties to the similar term contract(s) are known - names, addresses
and descriptions of business carried on by those other parties:

Not applicable.

(iii) Where the parties to the similar term contract(s) are not known - description of
the class of business carried on by those possible parties:

Not applicable.

8. Joint Ventures

(a) Does this application deal with a matter relating to a joint venture (See section 4J
of the Competition and Consumer Act 2010)?

Not applicable.

(b) lf so, are any other applications being made simultaneously with this application in
relation to that joint venture?

Not applicable.

(c) lf so, by whom or on whose behalf are those other applications being made?

Not applicable.



9. Further information

{a} Name and address of pêrson ar¡thcrisd by the applicant to provide additional

. information in refation to this application:

Mr Lennard Bra.ikovâcfa

51 n Ësad

MtÐüt* $wÅN wA **s$

Dated:

Signed bylon behalf d the
applicant

FullName:

Organisatian:

Posftion in Orgenisatíon :

m Å*sfrclian Srsiler ürswers Assæiati*n

Fresidsrt



DIRECTIONS

1. Use Form A if the contract, arrangement or understanding includes a provision which is,
or might be, a cartel provision and which is also, or might also be, an exclusionary
provision. Use Form B if the contract, arrangement or understanding includes a provision
which is, or might be, a cartel provision or a provision which would have the purpose, or
would or might have the effect, of substantially lessening competition. lt may be
necessary to use both forms for the same contract, arrangement or understanding.

ln lodging this form, applicants must include all information, including supporting
evidence, that they wish the Commission to take into account in assessing the
application for authorisation.

Where there is insufficient space on this form to furnish the required information, the
information is to be shown on separate sheets, numbered consecutively and signed by
or on behalf of the applicant.

2. Where the application is made by or on behalf of a corporation, the name of the
corporation is to be inserted in item I (a), not the name of the person signing the
application and the application is to be signed by a person authorised by the corporation
to do so.

3. Describe that part of the applicant's business relating to the subject matter of the
contract, arrangement or understanding in respect of which the application is made.

4. Provide details of the contract, arrangement or understanding (whether proposed or
actual) in respect of which the authorisation is sought. Provide details of those provisions
of the contract, arrangement or understanding that are, or would or might be, cartel
provisions. Provide details of those provisions of the contract, arrangement or
understanding that do, or would or might, substantially lessen competition.

ln providing these details:

(a) to the extent that any of the details have been reduced to writing, provide a true
copy of the writing; and

(b) to the extent that any of the details have not been reduced to writing, provide a full
and correct description of the particulars that have not been reduced to writing.

5. Where authorisation is sought on behalf of other parties provide details of each of those
parties including names, addresses, descriptions of the business activities engaged in
relating to the subject matter of the authorisation, and evidence of the party's consent to
authorisation being sought on their behalf.

6. Provide details of those public benefits claimed to result or to be likely to result from the
proposed contract, arrangement or understanding including quantification of those
benefits where possible.

7. Provide details of the market(s) likely to be effected by the contract, arrangement or
understanding, in particular having regard to goods or services that may be substitutes
for the good or service that is the subject matter of the authorisation.

8. Provide details of the detriments to the public which may result from the proposed
contract, arrangement or understanding including quantification of those detriments
where possible.

L Where the application is made also in respect of other contracts, arrangements or
understandings, which are or will be in similar terms to the contract, arrangement or
understanding referred to in item 2, furnish with the application details of the manner in
which those contracts, arrangements or understandings vary in their terms from the
contract, arrangements or understanding referred to in item 2.



ANNEXURE A

CONTRACT PROCESS

References to "the Processor" will mean lngham Enterprises Pty Ltd, Baiada Poultry Pty Ltd and
Finesse Foods Pty Ltd.

References to "the Growers Group" will mean and include the members from time to time of the
groups who are members of the Western Australian Broiler Growers Association known as the
lngham Growers Group, Baiada Growers Group and Finesse Foods Growers Group.

1. Contract terms and conditions will operate on a five year cycle, the five year period
during which contract terms and conditions will operate being referred to as a "Contract
Period".

2. There will be a six month bargaining period preceding each Contract Period, which after
the initial bargaining period will be the last six months of the preceding Contract Period.

3. The first bargaining period will commence on the date when authorisation with respect to
this Contract Process, whether interim or final, is first granted by the Australian
Competition and Consumer Commission pursuant to Section 88(1) of the Trade
Practices Act 1974 and the first Contract Period will end 5 years and six months from
such date. Thereafter each Contract period will be five years.

4. During each bargaining period the appointed representatives of the Processor and the
Growers Group will negotiate in good faith to reach agreement on:

(a) (i) a base fee payable by the Processor to members of the Growers Group
under their growing contracts

(ii) the times during the contract term when the base fee under such
contracts will be reviewed and adjusted; and

the formula or method to be used in calculating the base fee under all
such contracts when the base fee is reviewed and adjusted during the
contract term.

ldentified assumptions as to density levels, batch rates and mortality levels will be
used in negotiating the base fee and adjusting and reviewing the base fee, and
the base fee, both when originally negotiated and when adjusted and reviewed
during the contract term, must reflect Growers investment and costs, including
the following:

. the facility requirements of the Processor

. the Growers investment in land, shedding and equipment

. the Growers maintenance and running costs

. the Growers labour costs

. utility charges payable by the Growers

o the degree of risk carried by Growers with respect to bird losses

. an imputed Growers salary

(i i)
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. the Growers return on investment

. depreciation of shedding, plant and equipment

(b) A method or formula for adjustment of the base fee to reflect batch rates, density
levels and other factors affecting the assumptions of the base fee.

(c) Any comparative performance scheme or other scheme which is to apply during
the Contract Period and results in adjustments to the base fee payable to
individual Growers depending on growing results. Any such scheme must
include the following elements:

o the Growers must have equality in terms of birds, feed, medication, pick ups
and all inputs and other matters affecting performance

¡ the appointed representatives of the Growers Group must act as scrutineers
of the performance figures and the data on which they are based and have
the right to adjust the results and to exclude from the calculation a Grower
whose performance has been affected by inequality of inputs or other
matters affecting performance

. no Grower who is contracted to the Processor on terms and conditions other
than those on which the members of the Growers Group are contracted will
be included in the scheme.

(d) Facility standards and requirements to apply across the Growers Group.

(e) Subject to the Requirements for Contract Terms and Conditions in Annexure A,
other terms and conditions to be included during the next Contract Period in
growing contracts between the Processor and members of the Growers Group.

Each grower in the Group who is offered a contract by the Processor at any time during
the Contract Period will be entitled to a contract at the commencing base fee and
othen¡vise containing the terms and conditions as negotiated and agreed between the
Growers Group and the Processor for that Contract Period. However a grower may
elect to enter into a contract with the Processor on other terms and conditions whether
as to base fee or othenruise, but the term of any such contract shall expire at the end of
the then current Contract Period.

lf at the end of the bargaining period agreement has not been reached by the Processor
and the Growers Group in relation to the matters to be negotiated as set out in Clause 3,
the parties will submit to the arbitration process as eluded to in Annexure B, specifically
Dispute Resolution.

6
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ANNEXURE B

REQUIREMENTS FOR CONTRACT TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Terminology Used

"Authorisation Date" will mean the date when authorisation pursuant to Section 88 (1) of the
Trade Practices Act 1974 whether interim or final is granted by the Australian Competition and
Consumer Commission with respect to the Contract Process.

"Contract Period" will mean:

(i) initially, the period ending 5 years and six months after the Authorisation Date; and

(ii) thereafter each period of 5 years

during which contract terms and conditions negotiated by the Growers Group with the Processor
in accordance with the Contract Process will apply.

"Contract Process" means the contract process set out in Annexure A.

"Growers Group" will mean and include the members from time to time of the groups who are
members of the Western Australian Broiler Growers Association known as the lngham Growers
Group, Baiada Growers Group and Finesse Foods Growers Group.

"Processor" will mean lngham Enterprises Pty Ltd, Baiada Poultry Pty Ltd and Finesse Foods
Pty Ltd.

The terms and conditions of each contract between the Processor and a member of the
Growers Group must include the following:

1. Contract term:

The term of the contract will be from the date when the contract is entered into until the
next date when a Contract Period ends.

2. Fee

2.1 The base fee payable must be the base fee agreed by the Growers Group with
the Processor in accordance with the Contract Process, but if the contract is
entered into during a Contract Period, must reflect reviews of the base fee since
commencement of the Contract Period. The base fee will be reviewed during the
contract term at the times and by the formula or method agreed by the Growers
Group with the Processor in accordance with the Contract Process.

2.2 The base fee payable by the Processor to the Grower will be adjusted in
accordance with:

(i) the productivity or other adjustment to reflect batch rates, density levels
and other factors affecting assumptions of the base fee, as agreed by the
Growers Group with the Processor in accordance with the Contract
Process.

(ii) any comparative performance scheme or other scheme related to growing
results as agreed by the Growers Group with the Processor in accordance
with the Contract Process.

(1)



2.3 ln recognition of the costs and savings of collective bargaining the Processor will
undertake not at any time during the Contract Period to enter into a contract with
any other grower the terms and conditions of which enable the other grower to be
treated more favourably with respect to batch rates and density levels than the
agreements reached in relation to such matters with the Growers Group.

3. Density

3.1 The agreed density level to apply in relation to the placement of chickens on the
Growers farm must be specified.

3.2 Any basis on which the specified density level may be varied during the contract
term must be specified.

4. Efficiency

4.1 Comparative performance criteria leading to classification of the Grower as
inefficient must be specified.

4.2 The consequences of inefficiency must be specified.

5. Mortality

Any consequences in relation to the fee payable to the Grower if the Grower
experiences an aberrational mortality rate must be specified.

6. Growers obligations

The Growers husbandry and other obligations in relation to the raising of chickens
including:

. the Growers obligation to use feed and medication supplied by the Processor.

. facilities requirements in accordance with the agreements reached between the
Growers Group and the Processor during the Contract Process

. biosecurityrequirements.

¡ environmentalrequirements.

¡ occupâtional health and safety requirements.

o qualitt assurance standards.

o the degree to which the Grower will be subject to the Processor's direction, with a
clear recognition of the consequent division of responsibility for adverse outcomes.

7. Processor'sobligations

7.1 The obligation to supply chickens to the Grower and other members of the
Growers Group on an equal basis, except in so far as any inequalities are
addressed and compensated by the calculation of the fee payable to the Grower.

7.2 The Processor's obligations with respect to delivery and pick up of chickens
including:

¡ notice to the Grower of delivery and pick up times.

(2)



. respective responsibilities of the Processor and the Grower during the
placement of birds in sheds and catching of birds on pick up.

. the Processor's payment obligations with respect to mortalities during pick
ups.

. the Processor's liability for damage to the Growers facilities in the course of
delivery or pick up.

7.3 Provision of all required feed and medication by the Processor.

7.4 Provision of technical support to the Grower.

7.5 Other obligations including:

. biosecurityrequirements

o environmentalrequirements

o occupâtional health and safety requirements

o qualit! assurance standards

8. Assignment of contract

8.1 Either the Processor or the Grower may assign the benefit of the contract subject
to the consent of the other party, this consent not to be withheld in the case of a
proposed assignee demonstrated to be solvent and respectable unless there is a
reason for believing that the proposed assignee will be incapable of performing
the obligations of the assigning party under the contract.

9. Termination of contract

Unless otherwise agreed by the Processor and the Grower the contract may be
terminated before the expiration of the contract term only as follows:

9.1 Either the Processor or the Grower may terminate the contract in the following
events:

o liquidation, bankruptcy or other serious insolvency issue occurring in relation
to the other party.

. breach of a fundamental term of the contract by the other party which is not
remedied within fourteen days after written notice of the breach is given, or if
the breach is incapable of remedy, appropriate compensation is not paid
within the period.

o the terminating party is ceasing business and gives reasonable notice of
termination.

9.2 The Processor may terminate the contract if the Grower becomes inefficient
under the efficiency criteria set out in the contract, but the Processor must give
the Grower three further batches of chickens and give the Grower an opportunity
to sell his farm on the basis that a contract will be available to the Purchaser.

9.3 The Grower may terminate the contract if the Grower becomes incapacitated or
otherwise unable to perform his obligations under the contract.
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10. Suspension of contract

10.1 Either the Processor or the Grower may suspend the operation of the Contract
during any period when the suspending party is unable to perform its obligations
for reasons beyond its control, other than market forces.

10.2 The Grower may suspend the operation of the contract until agreement has been
reached in relation to the new fee, if at the expiration of a period of six months
after a date upon which the base fee is to be reviewed and adjusted under the
terms of the contract, agreement has not been reached by the Grower Group and
the Processor in relation to the new fee.

11. Notice as to renewal

11.1 Not later than six months before the expiration of the contract term the Processor
must notify the Grower in writing whether or not the Processor will enter into a
new contract with the Grower from the expiration of the contract term.

11.2 lf the Processor notifies the Grower that the Processor will enter into a new
contract with the Grower from the expiration of the contract term, the terms and
conditions of the new contract must be the terms and conditions agreed by the
Processor and the Grower Group for the next Contract Period unless the Grower
elects othenryise.

12. Dispute resolution

The procedure to apply to any dispute between the Grower and the Processor must be
in accordance with the contracts entered into by the individual Grower Groups with their
individual Processors. Fundamentally as now exists in the lnghams Enterprises Pty
Limited, Broiler Chicken Growing Agreement and, Baiada (Bartters Pty Limited) Broiler
Chicken Growing Contract.

lnqhams Enterprises Ptv Limited

22.1 A party must not commence court proceedings in respect of a dispute arising out of this
Agreement ("Dispute") (including without limitation any Dispute regarding any breach or
purported breach of this Agreement, the interpretation of any of its provisions, any
matters concerning a party's performance or observance of its obligations under this
Agreement, or the termination or the right of a party to terminate this Agreement) until it
has complied with this Clause 22.

22.2 A party claiming that a Dispute has arisen must notify the other party to the Dispute in
writing and set out details of the Dispute.

22.3 During the seven (7) day period after a notice is given under Clause 22.2 ("lnitial
Period") each party must use its best efforts to resolve the dispute.

22.4 lf the parties are unable to resolve the Dispute within the lnitial Period (or any extension
of that period which may be agreed in writing) then:

22.4.1 they must within a further seven (7) days appoint a mediator to mediate the
Dispute; or

22.4.2 if the parties fail to agree on a mediator within that time, either of them may
refer the Dispute for mediation to a mediator nominated by the then current
president of the Law Society of Western Australia,

and the parties must thereafter mediate the Dispute.
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22.5 The terms on which the mediation is conducted and the procedure for the mediation will
unless othenruise agreed in writing between the parties and the mediator be those
provided for by the Rules and Practice Directions of the Supreme Court of Western
Australia from time to time.

22.6 lf the Dispute concerns any monetary amount payable and/or owed by either party to the
other under this Agreement and the parties fail within twenty eight (28) days of the
appointment of the mediator to resolve the Dispute in accordance with Clause 22.4, then
the parties must (unless otherwise agreed) submit the Dispute to arbitration using an
external arbitrator (who must not be the same person as the mediator) agreed by the
parties or, in the absence of agreement, appointed by the then current president of the
Law Society of Western Australia, and the parties agree to accept the arbitrator's
determination as final and binding.

22.7 Each party must (as applicable):

22.7.1 unless othenruise agreed bear its own costs of resolving a Dispute in
accordance with this Clause 22 other than the costs of an arbitration and bear
equally the fees and proper out of pocket expenses of the mediator and any
other third party expenses (including venue hire) related to the mediation;
and/or

22.7.2 bear in the proportions and to the extent determined by the arbitrator the costs
of the arbitration and any related costs.

22.8 Nothing in this Clause 22 shall prevent the making of an application to the court by any
party to the dispute for urgent injunctive or declaratory relief.

Baiada

Note. Due to the fact that the Chicken Meat lndustry Act 1977 (tlrc Act) has expired on the 31't
of December 2010 after advise by the Economic Regulation Authority (the Authority) to
the Minister for Agriculture and Food, now makes the dispute process questionable in
the Resolving Dispute Clause in the Baiada Contract. This will obviously be rectified in
the renegotiated contracts.

Appendix G - Resolving Disputes

(a) lf a dispute arises about any matter arising under this contract (whether or not this
disputes clause is referred to in the relevant clause), then either parly may give notice of
the dispute specifying the allegations of fact and the contentions of the party giving
notices to the other party and must also give notice to the Grower Representative Group.
Even if a party has given notice of a dispute, the parties must continue to observe and
perform their obligations under this contract unless such continued performance would
involve a real likelihood of risk to the welfare of Bartters' Birds, in which case Bartters
may exercise any rights it has under this contract.

(b) The following procedure will apply to the resolution of any dispute, to the extent to which
it is not inconsistent with any provision of the Act requiring the resolution of disputes by
mediation, arbitration or any other prescribed manner.

(3) lf the dispute is not resolved at the end of 14 days after the date of the notice,
then the pafty first who gave notice of the dispute may refer the dispute to the
Consultative Committee.

(4) lf the Consultative Committee unanimously decides within 14 days after the
dispute has been referred to it that the dispute should be decided in a particular
way, then the parties must give effect to that decision.
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(c)

(5) lf the Consultative Committee does not so decide within 14 days, then the party
who gave notice of the dispute may refer the dispute to arbitration for assistance
with resolution.

The arbitration:

(1) arbitrator is to be the Chicken Meat lndustry council (CMIC) conducting the
arbitration in Perth or at such other place in Western Australia as the parties may
agree;

(2) is to be conducted under any commercial arbitration legislation applying in the
State.

ïhe cost of arbitration is to be paid as determined by the arbitrator.

Any determination of the arbitrator is final and binding on the parlies.

Government Gompensation Monies

ln the event that disease or other disaster leads to chickens placed with the Grower
being destroyed and as a result Government compensation becomes payable, the
manner in which the compensation is to be equitably apportioned between the Processor
and the Grower, so as to appropriately remunerate the Grower for growing services,
should be specified.

Obligations on Termination

lf at the end of the contract term, or any earlier date of termination of the contract, there
is an uncompleted batch of chickens placed on the Growers farm, the obligations of
each of the Processor and the Grower under the contract so far as applicable will survive
termination and will continue to bind the parties with respect to the uncompleted batch
until completion.

(d)

(e)

13.

14.
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INGHAMS

Brajkov¡ch

Farris

Treloar

Crook

Lenzo

Young

Devereux

Edmondson

Trandos

Anderson

Giovenco

Kyme

Lane

Horwood

Williams

Kestel

BAIADA

Evans

Byatt

Carter

de Lacy

Keeffe

Smith

Terace

Chester

Anderson

McPhail

Broad

Colliver

Anderson

FINESSE

Moore
Ayres

ZaEat

S¡v¡our

Sauzier

First GRP Registered Business Name

Brajkovich & Sons No 6

Corpwest lnvestments pty Ltd

The Trustee for M & J TRELOAR FAMtLy TRUS-I

THE TRUSTEE FOR THE LA & JB CROOK TRUSTY

LENZODV&G
THE WILLIAMS FAMILY TRUSI AND THE VARNEY

FAMILY TRUST AND CA FERGUSON

HITECH PRODUCTS MARKETING UNITTRUST

REX EDMONDSON NOMINEES Pry LTD & THE TRUSTEE

FOR THE REX EDMONDSON TRUST

D TRANDOS & SONS

M.A ANDERSON & R.W ANDERSON & A RAITER & I

RAITER

F & G G¡ovenco

P KYME & CO PTY LTD

JOHN BARRY LANE

The Trustee for DRESS CIRCLE FARM UNIT TRUST

The Trustee for STEVECHRIS FAM ILY TRUST

BJ & R ENTERPRISES PTY LTD

REDMOND PTY LTD

BURKELLY HOLDINGS PTY LTD

The Trustee for The Carter Family Trusl
H A de Lacy Family Trust

THE PHILIP KEEFFE FAMILY TRUST

The Trustee for the P Smith Family Trusl
WILLOWGOLD HOLDINGS PTY LTD

WIRRAWAY HOLDINGS PTY LTD

CL ANDERSON & CG WATERS

l.H McPhail & L.D McPhail & S.W McPhail & W-W
McPhail

BIG COUNTRY (AUSTRALIA) PTY LTD

THE TRUSTEE FOR BRIAN COLLIVER FAMILY TRUST &
MARTIN COLLIVER

CL ANDERSON & CG WATERS

The Trustee for MOORE DISCRETIONARY TRUST

KG & JG AYRES FAMILY TRUST

ZAGAR MARK BENJAMIN

THE TRUSTEE FOR THE BILLABONG TRUST

G & M Sauzier Pty Ltd

Annexure A

Fac¡lity Name

Brajkovich & Sons No 6

CorpWest lnvestments Pty Ltd

CHANDALA POULTRY

JOCTON POULTRY FARM

LENZO BROS

CATAMBO SPRING

CHICKEN CITY

JORKELBRA

Trandos Chicken Farm

NOWERGUP POULTRY

F & G Giovenco

P KYME & CO PTY LTD

LANES POULTRY

DRESS CIRCLE FARM PTY LTD

BETTA BROILERS

Bl & R Enterprises

REDMOND PTY LTD

RAINTREE COUNTY POULTRY

TerrlBal Park

LANAUBRA FARMS

PJ KEEFFE & CO

GEYER NOMINEES PTY LTD

WILLOWGOLD HOLDINGS PTY LTD

WIRRAWAY HOLDINGS PTY LTD

EXETER FARM

W McPhail & Sons

Booker Farm

TUART ROAD FARM

EXETER FARM

PERKETS PTY LTD

KG & IG AYRES FAMILY TRUST

Yaranary Farm

Walloway Downs

La Bouga¡nville

Farm Locat¡on

Lot 8 Swan Road

Lot 2595 Aìrfield Road

3688 AIRFIELD ROAD

81 ROSS STREET

LOT 39 PINIAR ROAD

LOT 2463 BRAND HWY

LOT 269 KELVIN ROAD

LOT 3694 AIRFIELD ROAD

LOT 506 Old Yanchep Road

LOT 12 GIBBS ROAD

Lot 18 Ashby Street

LOT 11 KAROBORUP ROAD

LOT 1453 EAST MUCHEA ROAD

79 DAYRELL ROAD

LOT 3683 Duffy Road

Lot 3686 Airf¡eld Road

LOT 5 PUNRACK ROAD

322 HOPELAND ROAD

358 Taylor Road

LOT 1. KING ROAD

568 (LOT 63 & 4) SOUTH WEST

HWY

440 HENDERSON RD

246 Victorìa Road

Lot 507 Hale Road

2840 LOT 56 BUNNING ROAD

Lot 419 Gossage Road

101 King Road

111 (Lot 20) Tuart Road

2840 LOT 56 BUNNING ROAD

LOT 10 TUNNEY ROAD

LOT 99 PARK STREET

263 GIBBS ROAD

47 MANNING ROAD

234 Kelvin Road

Len ING

Richard ING

Mark ING

Tony ING

Domin¡c ING

Tony ING

Darren ING

Stephen ING

Steve tNG

Russell ING

Frank ING

George ING

lohn ING

An8us INGFR

Stephen INGFR

Robert INGFR

Ken BAI

lust¡n BAI

Larry BAI

Kyle BAI

Ph¡I BAI

Debbie BAI

Robert BAI

Brian BAI

Craig BAI

lan BAI

Edward BAI

Mart¡n BAI

Craig BAI

Jeff FIN

Kevin FIN

Mark FINFR

Peter FINFR

Guy FIN

Farm Town

Middle Swan

Gingin

GINGIN

JANDABUP

MARIGINIUP

MUCHEA

MADDINGTON

GINGIN

NEERABUP

NOWERGUP

Wanneroo

CARABOODA

MUCHEA

NOWERGUP

GINGIN

G¡ngin

SERPENTINE

SERPENTINE

FORRESTDALE

OLDBURY

Wungong

SERPENTINE

Kenwick

FORRESTDALE

MT HELENA

Oldbury

Oakford

OAKFORD

MT HELENA

OLDEURY

HENLEY BROOK

NOWERGUP

SERPENTINE

Orange Grove

Post ABN

6056 L6I47466385
6503

6s03 34678584L79

606s 70L9roo5429
606s 972472L367s

6s01 7033677L636

6109 87004469174

6s03 32s597sl3t2
6031 83933456175

6032 250s8168230

606s 2L6755L9902

6033 41008918929

5501 29887994262

5032 63821938039

6503 r67l82636t2
6503 69064222902

6125 33067541780

6125

6Lr2 4587696!432
6121 73521384727

6112 616980634s6

6125 7203t393949
6107 63059866867

6LL2 56009306021

5082 L6r97343766

6L2r 5r2l8778r59
672L 26066611863

6L2r L50678r4987

6082 L6L97343766

6L2I 22991830631

6055 57047984033

6032 74r3828ssr7
6L25 78360012214

6109 400s7273873
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NOTICE

lnquiry into the Chrcken Meat lndustry Act 1977

FINAL REPORT TABLED IN PARLIAMENT

The Treasurer Mr Colin Barnett has released the Economic Regulation Authority's flEl
report on its inquiry into the Chicken Meat lndustry Act 1977 (Act). The inquiry followed a
request from the Treasurer of Western Australia in February 2010 fo¡ the Authority to review
the Act, which requires that its effectiveness be reviewed every five years.

The main recommendation of the Authority in the final report is that the Act be repealed.

The Act was introduced to improve stability in the chicken meat industry. This industry is
dominated by a small number of chicken meat processing companies, who control most
stages of the production and processing of chicken meat, apart from the growing out of
chickens, whích is contracted out to individual growers.

The Act provides for the setting of an average price to be paid by processors to their growers
and a prescribed form of growing agreement. The Act is administered by the Chicken Meat
lndustry Committee, which constitutes two grower representatives, two processor
representatives, two independents and an independent Chairman.

The Authority has been conscious that there must be a strong case to justify industry-
specific legislation, with the benefits to society clearly outweighing the costs.

The Authority's review of the chicken meat industry in Western Australia has shown that
there are serious problems with the sector under the current legislation.

. There has been a breakdown in relationships between growers and processors
under the Act, with processors abstaining from the determination of the average fee.

. There has been little expansion in production over the past decade, despite steady
growth in the consumption of chicken meat, with the gap being met by imports of
chicken meat from South Australia.

. By comparison, other States, where growing fees are not regulated and most
growers are on individual contracts with processors, have had significant expansion
in their chicken meat growing sectors. The Authority has investigated whether there
are high costs of dispute resolution in other States and has found that, while
negotiations between processors and growers are often difficult, most growers have
signed contracts and there are relatively few cases brought to formal dispute
resolution or arbitration, given the number of growers.

The Authority found that there are factors that can create an imbalance in negotiating
powers in favour of processors, including the limited opportunity for growers to switch to
another processor or to convert their significant capital investments to another use.
However, the Authority concluded that processors are also dependent on their growers in
order to maintain reliable supplies of chicken meat, so there are limits to processors'
bargaining power.
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Further, the Authority considered that growers would be likely to be granted authorisation by
the Australian Competition and Consumers Council (ACCC) for collective bargaining if they
were to seek it. Grower groups in other states have found such authorisations to improve
their respective negotiating positions. Overall, while favourable towards growers, it is likely
to be detrimentalto the industry as a whole.

The Authority also considered whether the Act could be amended to improve its
effectiveness. The Authority determined that, to remove any perception of favouritism
towards one party or the other, this would require the replacement of the Committee by an
independent arbitrator. Also, the model used to determine the average fee to be paid to
growers would need to be independently reviewed and maintained. The Authority noted that
it is appropriate to base such a fee on the costs of an efficient new entrant into the growing
sector, which can be estimated using current cost accounting. However, the recommended
administrative changes would result in a significant increase in costs and would erase any
advantages of the current approach over an alternative, such as authorised collective
bargaining.

ln preparing the final report, the Authority conducted two rounds of public consultation and
received eight public submissions. The Authority also met with key stakeholders throughout
the inquiry, as well as the independent members and secretariat of the Chicken Meat
lndustry Committee. The Authority would like to thank all who have participated in the
development of the Authority's final report and recommendations.

A copy of the final report is available on the Authority's website.

For further information contact:

General Enquiries
Bruce Layman
Director References and Research
Ph: 61 89213 1900
Fax: 61 89213 1999

LYNDON ROWE
CHAIRMAN

9 December 201O

Media Enquiries

Sue McKenna
The Communications Branch Pty Ltd
Ph: 61 892544044
Mb: 0424 196771



WESTERN AUSTRALIAN BROILER GROWERS ASSOCIATION

PRESIDENTS REPORT TO THE GROWERS
December 2O1O

Chicken Industry Act 1997

Dear Members,

By now you would have received a letter from the Hon Terry
Redman - our Minister for Agriculture and Food informing you that
the Chicken Meat Industry Act will expire on the 3l't December
20 10.

In spite of what we believe was an honest and genuine attempt to
ensure, that the Act, after 33 years and serving the industry well
would continue for another 7 years. Regrettably we fail to convince
the Economic Regulation Authority (ERA), who as you can see by
the enclosed attachment, recommending that the Act be repealed.

Minister Redman on weighing up all alternatives and having
consulted with all of the participants, made the decision that the
way forward was to repeal the Act and advise the Growers to seek
authorisation by the Australian Competition and Consumer Council
(ACCC) for collective bargaining.

The application involves the cost of preparation, usually by a legal
firm and an application fee anywhere in between $2500 and $7500.
There would inevitably a time delay in the issuing of this
authorisation, with an interim approval necessary. Further the
Minister has ensured us Growers that the Department of Agriculture
officers, would advise and assist the WABGA in this process.

The way forward as I see it, is that we, the WABGA in conjunction
with our processes seek authorisation for collective bargaining on
behalf of Ingham's, Biaida, Festive and any other group such as
Mount Barker.

Effectively, the WABGA would continue to do what it has always
done, participate in all the day to day activities such as the WA
Chicken Meat Association and the Avian Industries Consultative
Group. The key aspect is that each individual Grower Group
Committee will negotiate their contracts and growing fee at arms
length from each other group.

Alternatively we will also explore what is happening in other states,
where they seek to bypass the ACCC and collectively negotiate by
an industry appointed committee.



Further Growers, importantly I advise you that all disputes and
business that were tabled with the Chicken Meat Industry
Committee prior to the expiry of the Act will be dealt with in their
entirety, with the full backing of the Act and Regulations until
resolved. This was conveyed to us at the meeting with the Hon
Minister Terry Redman by the Minister, on Friday 17th December
2010. Below, is the letter relating to the disputes.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN BROILER GROWER ASSOCIATION

1Sth December 2010

Mr Bryan Annen
Secretary
Chicken Meat lndustry Committee

Dear Bryan,

I have been requested by the Baiada Broiler Grower Executive to regretfully
inform you that a dispute has arisen between the growers and the company in
relation to the following;

a) The setting of a growing fee for all birds placed as of July 1't
2010

b) An amendment to the Best Practice Payment System

All endeavours to resolve the above by the WABGA Executive and Baiada
has not actioned an outcome for the dispute. At a meeting held on the
18111110 with Michael Leahy and Craig Menzie, they informed us that they
had no intention of amending the BPIF system. Further in relation to the
growing fee, the offer from the company was on the basis of accepting a new
opted out contract. Again, this is unacceptable to the Baiada Growers.

ln relation to b) above, specifically that The Best Practice Payment System
may be varied on the initiative of Steggles or a Grower, if Steggles and
at least 75o/o of the Growers paid in according to the system give their
agreement in writing. The attached letters are a sample o'f 100% of the
Growers giving their agreement.

Regards

Len Brajkovich
President
Western Australian Broiler Growers Association



In relation to the 75o/o of Growers agreeing to the above, attached
are sample documents, which 100o/o of our Biaidi Growers
submitted.

Regards and Best Wishes for the New Year and beyond.

Len Brajkovich



Minister for Agriculture and Food; Forestry;
Minister Assisting the Minister for Education

Our ref: 39-10197

Mr Len Brakovick
Brakovick & Sons
5I Swan Rd
MIDDLE SWAN WA 6056

Level I1 , Dumas House, 2 Havelock Street, West Perth Western Australia 6O0b
Telephone:+61 I9213 6700 Facsimile:+61 I9213 6701 Email: Minister.Redman@dpc.wa.gov.au

Dear Mr Brakovick

The ority (the Authority) undertook an inquiry into thethe teiz'1the Act) duriírg 2010, as was reqúired undeThe quiry has been widËly circulated and discussed
Gov

ln considering the Aufhority's reporl I took advice from the Department of Agriculture and Food (the
Department); met with representatives of Baiada, Finesse Foods, lnghäms and the Western
Australian Broiler Growers Association; and briefed Members of padiãment whose electorates
contain the majoriÇ of chicken meat producers.

Having considered allof the information available and the views of industry, I have decided to allow
the Act to expire on 31 December 2010 as recommended by the Authority and the Department.
Cabinet has endorsed my decision.

I am now seeking industry wide support for an orderly and professíonal transition to a deregulated
environment. Where appropriate, Government will:

' Work with producers and processors to reduce uncertainty and build trust as new
a rra Rgerltents are developed.

' Provide support for producers to obtain ACCC authorisation to participate Ín collective
bargaining, and assist in bedding down newarrangements, should prodrc"rs'choose this path.

' Work with producers to assist them to overcome waste managernent issues, particularly waste
water management and chicken litter disposal.

' Work with processors to develop options and opportunitíes for establishing new hatchery,
breeder and processing facilities which ar n*ces"åry for industry growtÀ in wåstern Australia.

To that end, I have asked the Department to convene an indusfry forum early ín the new year to
discuss ways in which the Government can assist industry to transition to thé new anangemeRts
and support growers to remain competitive and profitanb in the new environment. Ór Andy
Paterson at the Deparlment can be contacted on ggég 3T2E for Íw7her information.



I can assure you the Government is commitled to facilitating strong and sustainable economic
growth of the State's ehicken meat índustry. I look forwar.d to supporting the chìcken meat industry
to achieve this goal.

Yours sincerely

TenyRedman MLA
MINISTER FOR AGRICULTURE AND FOOD
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AcnICUI.TURE AND FOOD

AG401*
CHICIiDN MEAT INDUSTRYACT 197?

SPECIFTED AI{OUNT
It is hele on the
llth Jun ofthe
Act, thaü

¡ 80.5? cents per bird. for all birds placed after S0 June 2010.

BRYANANNEN SecretatY'
Chicken Meaü Industry Connrittee.

4G402*
AGRICULTURAL PNODUCE COMMTSSION ACT T988

VncsrABLp Fno ron SsnvICE cHARGE

The Agricultural Prod¡ce Comn¡ission hereby notif.es thaù the Fee for Service ou all vegetables,
exceptTrorb, potato, mushuoon, andl(u¡nrnulrâ vegetables is changed as follows-

. Per irdivitlual package of vegetable product rveighiug 100 kilogranls or less-$0.04.
r Per individual package of vegetable product weighing 101 kilogtams to 1000 kilograms-

$0.20,
. Per intliviil¡al package of vegetable producü weighing 1001 lulogtams and above-$2.00

This change to be effective fium 1 Augusü 2010.

\TILLiAM RYAN, Chairman,
Agricultural Produce Comrnissiorr'

EoucRloru
8D401*

MURDOCH UNIVERSITY ACT 1Ð73

AÀ.relrotxc Stlturs
It is hereby notifred that the Governor in Executive Council, ac_!.ing nntleu bhe provisions of section.2S
of ¡he Muidoch, (htìversity Act 1973, has approved Aruending Statute No. 1 of 2010 as set out in the
attacheil schedules.

Dr. DLIZABETH CONSTABLE, MLA, Minister for Eih¡cation; Toutism'

PETER CONRAN, Clerk of the Executive Council,

MURDOCH UNIVERSITY ACT 1973

Murdoch Universiùy
AMENDING STATUTE No. 1 OF 2010

The University Statutes ale hereby amended as follows-
¡' This Arneniling Statute comes into operation on the day on which it is gazetted in the

Oouen¿ntent Cazette,

2. Statute No, 4-DeË,,*ees, Diploùras and Certificates is a¡nended as set out in the attacheil
Schedule A,




